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1. Introduction 

Uncertainty is an attribute of information and to solve the complicated problems in economics, engineering and environment - 

classical methods cannot be successfully used. A wide range of theories such as probability theory, fuzzy set theory, intuitionistic 

fuzzy set theory, rough set theory, vague set theory and the interval mathematical approaches for modeling uncertainties have 

emerged. Each of these theories has its inherent difficulties as pointed out by Molodtsov[6]. The reason for these difficulties is 

possibly, the inadequacy of the parameterization tool of the theories. Molodtsov [6] initiated the concept of soft set as a new 

mathematical tool for dealing with uncertainties that is free from the difficulties that have troubled the existing theoretical 

approaches. This theory has proven useful in many fields such as decision making [1,2,4,9,12], data analysis [18] forecasting [15] 

and simulation[5]. The concept and basic properties of soft set theory were presented in [6,7]. In the classical soft set theory, a 

situation may be complex in the real world because of the fuzzy nature of the parameters with this point of view, the classical soft 

sets have been extended to fuzzy soft sets [7,11], intuitionistic fuzzy soft sets [8] vague soft sets [16], interval-valued fuzzy soft 

sets [17] and interval-valued intutionistic fuzzy soft sets [3]. 

2. Preliminaries 

In this section  some basic definitions of fuzzy soft set are presented. Throughout our  

discussion, U refers to an intial universe, E the set of all parameters for U and )
~

(UP  the set of all fuzzy sets of U. (U,E) means the 

universal set U and the parameter set E. 

Definition 2.1 [6] 
A pair (F, E) is called a soft set (over U) if and only if F is a mapping of E into the  

set of all subsets of the set U. 

Definition 2.2 [7] 

A pair (F, A) is called a fuzzy soft set over U where )
~

(: UPAF   is a mapping from A into )
~

(UP . 

Definition 2.3 [7] 

For two fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) in a fuzzy soft class (U, E), we say that  

(F, A) is a fuzzy soft subset of (G, B), if 

(i) A  B 

(ii) For all   A , F   G  and is written as (F , A) ~  ( G, B). 

Definition 2.4 [7] 

Union of two fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) in a soft class (U, E) is 

 a fuzzy  soft set  (H,C) where C  A  B and    C , 
 

H( )=   















BA  if ),()(

A-B if              ),G(

B-A if             ),  F(
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~ 

and is written as  F , A~  G, B  H,C . 

Definition 2.5 [7] 

Intersection of two fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) in a soft class (U, E) is a fuzzysoft set (H, C) where 

C  A  B and    C , H( )  F( ) or G( ) (as both are same fuzzy set) and is written as F , A~  G, B  H,C . 

Definition 2.6 [13] 

 Let  A then the mapping )(
~

: UPEFA  , defined by AF (e) = A

e F ( a fuzzy subset of U), is called soft set 

over (U,E), where A

e F = 0
~

 if AEe   and A

e F  0
~

  if Ae . The set of all fuzzy soft set over (U,E) is denoted by FS 

(U,E). 

Definition 2.7 [13] 

The fuzzy soft set F  FS(U, E) is called null fuzzy soft set and it is denoted by 
~

. F  (e)  0
~

 for  

every eE. 

Definition 2.8 [13] 

 Let ),( EUFSFE   and 1
~

)( eFE  for all e  E . Then EF   is called absolute fuzzy soft set. It is denoted by E
~

. 

Definition 2.9 [13] 

Let AF , ),( EUFSGB  . If )()( eGeF BA   for all   e  E , i.e., if  
e
 AF    

e
BG for all e  E  , i.e., if 

)()( xGxF B

e

A

e   for all x U and for all e  E , then
AF  is said to be fuzzy soft subset of BG , denoted 

by 
BA GF ~ . 

Definition 2.10 [13] 

Let AF , ),( EUFSGB  . Then the union of AF  and BG  is also 

fuzzy softset CH , defined by
B

e

A

e

C

e

C GFHeH  )( for all  e  E where  

BAC  . Here we write  BAC GFH  ~
. 

Definition 2.11 [13] 

Let AF , ),( EUFSGB  . Then the intersection of AF  and BG  is also a fuzzy soft set  

CH , defined by
B

e

A

e

C

e

C GFHeH  )( for all  e  E where BAC  . Here we write  

BAC GFH  ~
. 

Definition 2.12  

Let AF ),( EUFS . The complement of AF  is denoted by C

AF  and is defined  

By )(
~

: UPEF
C

A   is a mapping given by C

AF ( )=  [F( )] 
C

,    E . 

3.Fuzzy Soft Connected Spaces 

Definition 3.1 

Let ),,( EU  be a  fuzzy soft topological space. Let AA GF ,  be  nonempty disjoint  fuzzy soft open subsets of  U  such 

that UGF AA ~  then   AA GF ,  is said to constitute the separation for U. 

Definition 3.2 

If there is no separation for U then it is said to be fuzzy soft connected. 

Example 3.3 

Let  U = { a,b,c }, E = {e1,e2,e3} and A={e1,e2}, B={e1,e3} where EA , EB  . Define }
~

,{ E  then   is the 

fuzzy soft indiscrete  topology on (U,E). Then  ),,( EU  is the fuzzy soft connected space under indiscrete topology. 

Example 3.4 

 Let U = {h1,h2,h3}, E={e1,e2,e3} },,,{ BA FFU  where AF  and BF  are two fuzzy soft sets over  U  defined as, 

If A={e1,e2}, B= {e2,e3} then 

 
1 1 2 3

2 1 2 3

( ) {( ,0.5), ( ,0.1), ( ,0)}

( ) {( ,0.6), ( ,0), ( ,0.1)}
A

F e h h h
F

F e h h h


 


  

 
2 1 2 3

3 1 2 3

( ) {( ,0.1), ( ,0.2), ( ,0.3)}

( ) {( ,0.7), ( ,0.8), ( ,0)}
B

F e h h h
F

F e h h h


 


 

Then  ),,( EU  is a  fuzzy soft topological space there exists no , { }A BF F   such that  


~~  BA FF  and UFF BA

~~  . In this case  ),,( EU  is fuzzy soft connected. 
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Proposition 3.5 

 Let  ),,( EU  be a  fuzzy soft topological space over U. Then the following are equivalent  

(i) ),,( EU  is  fuzzy soft connected  

(ii) There exists no 
~

, ' BA FF  such that 
~~  BA FF   and UFF BA

~~   where  

        AA
FF /'

'
 

(iii) There exist no , ( , )A BF F FS U E    such that  ( ) ( )A B A BF F F F       and   

      UFF BA

~~   where ),( EUFS  is the set of all fuzzy soft subsets of U. 

(iv) There exist no }
~

,
~

{),( UEUFSFA   such that 
'AF . 

Proof 

(i)  (ii) Assume there exist 
',A BF F    such that  

~~  BA FF   and A BF F U  . 

 Then for all Ee , 
~

)(~)(  eFeF BA  and ( ) ( )A BF e F e U  .Thus for all Ee , )()(' eFUeF AA   = )(eFB and 

)()(' eFUeF BB   = )(eFA which implies that 
~

' '  BA FF  and 
~

' '  AB FF . Then there exist 


~

, BA FF  such that 
~~  BA FF   and A BF F U  . However ),,( EU is fuzzy soft connected. This is a 

contradiction. 

(ii)  (iii) Assume there exist 
~

),(,  EUFSFF BA  such that A B A BF F F F      and A BF F U  . Obviously, 


~~  BA FF . 

Also A B B A BF F U F F F      

                   = BBAB FFFF  ~~~
 = BF  

which implies that BF is a fuzzy soft closed set.By using the same methods, it  can be shown that AF is also a fuzzy soft 

closed set. Hence there exist 
~

, ' BA FF  such  that 
~~  BA FF   and A BF F U  . This is a contradiction. So (iii) 

holds. 

(iii)  (iv) Assume there exists },
~

{~ ' UFA  . If take 'AB FF   then 
', ( ( , ) )A BF F FS U E     . 

Besides , we have 
~~)~(~~  BABABA FFFFFF  and UFF BA ~ . This contradiction so (iv) holds. 

(iv)  (i) Assume ),,( EU  is not fuzzy soft connected. Then there exist 
~

, BA FF , such that  
~~  BA FF   and 

A BF F U  . It is easy to see that BA FF '  and AB FF ' . Thus },
~

{~, ' UFF BA  . This is a contradiction . 

Definition 3.6 

The difference CF of two sets AF and BF  over U, denoted by ( / )A B A BF F or F F  is defined as BAC FFF   for all 

Ee . 

Definition 3.7 

Let AF  be a fuzzy soft set over U and U' be a non-empty subset of U. Then the fuzzy soft subset of AF  over U' denoted by 

A

Y F is defined as )(~')( eFUeF AA

Y   for all Ee . In other words AA

Y FUF  ~' . 

Definition 3.8 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and U' be a non-empty subset of U. Then }/{  AA

YY FF  is 

said to be the fuzzy soft relative topology on U' and ),,'( YEU  is called a fuzzy soft subspace of ),,( EU . In fact Y
 is a 

fuzzy soft topology on U'. 

Theorem 3.9  

Let ),,'( YEU  be a fuzzy soft subspace of a fuzzy soft topological space ),,( EU . If ),,''( YEU  is a fuzzy soft 

subspace of ),,'( YEU  then ),,''( YEU  is also a fuzzy soft subspace of  ),,( EU . 

Proof 

 }/~'{  AA

Y FFU  

        = }/(~'~''{  AA FFUU  

        = }/~''{  AA FFU  

        =  
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So ),,''( YEU  is a fuzzy soft subspace of ),,( EU . 

Definition 3.10 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and U' be a non-empty subset of U. If  ),,'( YEU  is fuzzy soft 

connected then U' is called a fuzzy soft connected subset of U. 

Definition 3.11 

Let ),,'( YEU  be a fuzzy soft subspace of a fuzzy soft topological space ),,( EU . For a fuzzy soft set 

),( EUFSFA  , AF  and A

Y F  will denoted the fuzzy soft closures of AF in ),,( EU  and ),,'( YEU  respectively. 

Theorem 3.12 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U. If U' is a fuzzy soft connected sub set of U, then there exist no 

,A BF F   such that  
~~  BA FF   and 'A BF F U  . 

Proof 

If there exist ,A BF F   such that 
~~  BA FF   and 'A BF F U   then 

~~'  Y

AA FUF  and 


~~'  Y

BB FUF . However , U' is a fuzzy soft connected subset of U. This is a contradiction. 

Corollary 3.13 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and U' be a fuzzy soft connected subset of U. If there exist 

,A BF F   such that 
~~  BA FF   and BA FFU  ~~'  then AFU ~'  or ' BU F . 

Lemma 3.14 

Let ),,'( YEU  be a fuzzy soft subspace of a fuzzy soft topological space ),,( EU and AF  be a fuzzy soft set over U, 

then AF  is fuzzy soft closed in U' if and only if BA FUF  ~'  for some fuzzy soft closed set BF  in U. 

Definition 3.15  

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and AF  be a fuzzy soft set over U. Then the fuzzy soft closure of 

AF , denoted by AF  is the intersection of all fuzzy soft closed super sets of AF . 

 AF  is the smallest fuzzy soft closed set over U which contains AF . 

Proposition 3.16 

 Let BA FF ,  and CF  be three fuzzy soft sets over a common universe U. Then 

i) )~(~)~()~(~
CABACBA FFFFFFF   

ii) )~(~)~(~)~( CBCACBA FFFFFFF   

iii) )~(~)~()~(~
CABACBA FFFFFFF   

iv) )~(~)~(~)~( CBCACBA FFFFFFF   

v) CBACBA FFFFFF  ~)~()~(~
 

CBACBA FFFFFF  ~)~()~(~
     

Proposition 3.17 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and BA FF ,  be two fuzzy soft sets over U. Then 

i)   , U
~

= U 

ii) AA FF ~  

iii) AF is a fuzzy soft closed set if and only if AA FF   

iv) A AF F  

v) A BF F  implies BA FF ~  

Proposition 3.18 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and U' be a non-empty subset of U. Then U' is a fuzzy soft connected 

subset of U if and only if there exist no 
~

),(,  EUFSFF BA such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF  and '~ UFF BA  . 

Proof 

For all 
~

),'(,  EUFSFF BA  by definition 3.14 , proposition 3.15 and lemma 3.13 we have  

})~,)'(/{~(~~
BC

Y

CCAB

Y

A FFFFFFF   
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    = ( { ' / ', })A E E E BF U R R R F      

    = })~,'/{~(~)'~( BEEEA FRRRUF   

    = })~,'/{~(~( BEEEA FRRRF   

    = BA FF ~  

Similarly we can show that BABA

Y FFFF  ~~
by proposition 3.5, ),,'( YEU  is fuzzy soft connected if and only if 

there exists no 
~

),'(,  EUFSFF BA  such that 
~~~~  BA

Y

B

Y

A FFFF  and '~ UFF BA  . Then ),,'( YEU  is 

fuzzy soft connected if and only if there exist no 
~

),'(,  EUFSFF BA  such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF and 

'~ UFF BA   ie U’ is a fuzzy soft connected subset  of U if and only if there exist  no 
~

),(,  EUFSFF BA  such that 


~~~  BABA FFFF  and '~ UFF BA  . 

Proposition 3.19 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U and U' be fuzzy soft connected subset of U. If there exist 

),'(, EUFSFF BA  such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF  and BA FFU  ~~' then AFU ~'  or BFU ~' . 

Proof 

If  there exist ),'(, EUFSFF BA  such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF  and BA FFU ~'  

then  by proposition 3.15 and 3.16 we have 

 ))'()'(()'()'(( BAAA FUFUFUFU   

 ))~'~~~)~'((~
BABA FUFFFU   

 = BABA FFFFU  ~~~~'  

= 
~~'U  

=
~

 

Besides, we have AFU ~' , ),'(~' EUFSFU B  , and ')~(~')~'(~)~'( UFFUFUFU BABA  . Since 'U is a fuzzy 

soft connected subset of U, 
~~'  AFU  or 

~~'  BFU  by proposition3.18. If 
~~'  AFU  then by 

'~'~~' UFUFU BA  , we have BFU ~' . Similarly, if 
~~'  BFU  then AFU ~' . 

Proposition 3.20 

Let ),,( EU  be a fuzzy soft topological space over U , U' be a fuzzy soft connected subset of U and "U  be a non-empty 

subset of U. If '~"~' UUU   then "U  is also a fuzzy soft connected subset of U. 

Proof 

Assume that "U  is not a fuzzy soft connected subset of U. By proposition 3.18, there exist 


~

),"(,  EUFSFF BA ( ( ', ))FS U E  such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF  and ''~ UFF BA  . Then 

BA FFU  ~~' . Since 'U  is a fuzzy soft connected subset of U, we have AFU ~'  or BFU ~'  by proposition 3.19.If 

AFU ~' , then 
~~~~''  BAB FFFU  for AB FUU  ~'~'' . Thus  BB FUF ~'' . This is a contradiction. Similarly if 

BFU ~'  then 
~

AF . This is also a contradiction. 

Proposition 3.21  

Let f be a fuzzy soft continuous mapping from fuzzy soft topological space ),,( 1EU  to fuzzy soft topological space 

),,'( 2EU . If ),,( 1EU  is fuzzy soft connected and 
~

)( Uf  then )(Uf  is fuzzy soft connected subset of U'. 

Proof 

Assume )(Uf  is not a fuzzy soft connected subset of U'. By proposition 3.18, there exist 


~

),(,  EUFSFF BA ( ( ', ) )FS U E    such that 
~~~~  BABA FFFF  and )(~ UfFF BA  . Then 

)( AFf 
, 

~
),()(  EUFSFf B  and by proposition 3.26 and 3.24, 

 )( AFf  )(~)(~)(~
BAB FfFfFf    

 )(~
AFf  )(~)(~)(~

BAB FfFfFf    

 = )( AFf  )(~)(~)(~
BAB FFF   

 = )
~

(f  
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 =
~

 

Besides by proposition 3.24 and 3.25, we have  

   )(~)( BA FfFf  )(~)( BA FFf 
 

         = )(
~

Uff 
 

         = )(Uff 
 

         =U 

It follows that ),,( 1EU  is not fuzzy soft connected. This is a contradiction. So )(Uf  is a fuzzy soft connected subset of 

U'. 

Definition 3.22 

Let f be a mapping from U to U', 

1) The fuzzy soft set mapping induced by f, denoted by the notation 
f , is a mapping from FS(U,E) to FS(U',E') that maps AF  

to )()( AA FfFf   , where )( AFf 
 is defined by  )(|)())(( eFxxfeFf AA 

  for all Ee . 

2) The inverse fuzzy soft set mapping  induced by f, denoted by the notation 
f , is a mapping from FS(U',E') to FS(U,E) that 

maps BF  to )()( BB FfFf   , where )( BFf 
 is defined by  )()(|))(( eFxfxeFf BB 

  for all Ee . 

Example 3.23 

Let },,{ 321 hhhU   },{' 21 ppU   and },{ 21 eeE  . The mapping f is given by f(h1)=p1, f(h2)=p1, f(h3)=p2. 

1) If ),( EUFSF A  is defined by }},{)(},,{)({ 312211 hheFhheF AA   then 

)()( AA FfFf   = )','(}'))((},{))(({ 211 EUFSueFfpeFf AA  
. 

2) If )','( EUFSF B  is defined by }}{)(},{)({ 1221 peFpeF BB   then 

)()( BB FfFf   = ),(}},{))((},{))(({ 21231 EUFShheFfheFf BB  
. 

Proposition 3.24 

Let f be a mapping from U to U' and )','(,,
21

EUFSFF AA  . Then  

1)   )(f , UUf
~

)'( 
 

2) 
21

~
AA FF     )(~)(

21
AA FfFf    

3) )(~)(
21

AA FFf 
= )(~)(

21
AA FfFf    

4) )(~)(
21

AA FFf 
= )(~)(

21
AA FfFf    

5) ))'(()'(
21

AA FfFf    

Proposition 3.25 

Let f be a mapping from U to U' and ),( EUFSFA  , )','( EUFSFB  . Then  

1) AA FFff  ~)(( . If f is one-one, then AA FFff  )((  

2) BB FFff  ~)(( . If f is surjective, then BB FFff  )((  

Proof 

1) Let BA FFf  )( . Then for all Ee , )}()(|{))(( eFxfxeFf BB 
  

= )(~)}}(|)()(|{ eFeFttfxfx AA   which implies that  AA FFff  ~)((  If f is one-one, notice that 

)()}}(|)({)(|{ eFeFttfxfx AA  , thus AA FFff  )(( . 

2) Let AB FFf  )( . Then for all Ee , )}(|)({))(( eFxxfeFf AA 
  

= )(~)}}()(||)({ eFeFtftxxf BB   which implies that  BB FFff  ~)((  If f is surjective, notice that 

)()}}()(|{|)({ eFeFtftxxf BB  , thus BB FFff  )(( . 

Proposition 3.26 

Let ),,( 1EU (resp., ),,'( 2EU ) be a fuzzy soft topological space over U(resp.,(U') and f be a mapping from U to U'. 

The following condition are equivalent : 

1) F is a fuzzy soft continuous mapping from ),,( 1EU  to ),,'( 2EU  

2) For each fuzzy soft closed set BF in U', )( BFf 
 is a fuzzy soft closed set in U. 
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3) For every fuzzy soft set AF over U  ~)( AFf )( AFf 
 

4) For every fuzzy soft set BF over U'  ~)( BFf )( BFf 
 

Proof 

(1)   (2)  Let BF be a fuzzy soft closed set in U'. Then ( BF )' be a fuzzy soft open set in  U'. By (1) and proposition 3.24, 

))'(()'(
11 BB FfFf    is a fuzzy soft open  set in U. Hence )( BFf 

 is a fuzzy soft closed set in U. 

(2)   (3) Let AF  be fuzzy soft set over U. By proposition 2.17 )(~)( AA FfFf   . Then by proposition 3.24 and 3.25 , 

))((~))((~
AAA FffFffF    since )( AFf 

 is a fuzzy soft closed set in U', then by (2)  

))(( AFff 
 is a fuzzy soft closed set in U. Thus ))((~

AA FffF   also by proposition 3.24 and 3.25  

))(~))((~)( AAA FfFffFf   . So  ~)( AFf )( AFf 
. 

(3)   (4) Let BF be a fuzzy soft closed set in U'. By (3) proposition 3.25 and 3.17 BBB FFffFff   ~))((~)(( . 

Then by proposition 3.24 and 3.25 ))((~)))(((~)( BBB FfFfffFf   . 

(4)  (1) If BF is a  fuzzy soft open set in U', then ( BF )'  is a fuzzy soft closed set in U'. By (4) and proposition 3.17 

)'(~)'( BB FfFf    obviously, )'(~)'( BB FfFf   . Thus )'()'( BB FfFf    which implies that 

))'(()'( BB FfFf    by proposition 3.24 is a fuzzy soft closed set in U. Therefore , )( BFf 
 is a fuzzy soft open set in U. 

So f is a fuzzy soft continuous mapping from ),,( 1EU to ),,'( 2EU . 

Proposition 3.27 

Let f be a mapping from U to U', ),(,
21

EUFSFF AA  . Then  

1)   )(f  

2) 
21

~
AA FF   )(~)(

21 AA FfFf    

3) ))(~)(
21 AA FFf 

= )(~)(
21 AA FfFf    

4) ))(~)(
21 AA FFf 

= )(~)(
21 AA FfFf   . 
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